
Week 3.9 Lesson Plans    2023-2024             Date: March 11-15, 2024 
              
 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Morning Work/Bellringer 

7:00-7:30 

Morning Work/Bellringer  

7:00-7:30 

Morning Work/Bellringer  

7:00-7:30 

Morning Work/Bellringer  

7:00-7:30 

Morning Work/Bellringer  

7:00-7:30 
Lesson: SW unpack and complete 

a morning work (Literacy/Math 27) 

on spiral review of letter names & 

sounds, word families, rhyming, 

numbers, counting, shapes.  SW 

work independently and 

collaboratively. 

Lesson: SW unpack and complete 

a morning work (Literacy/Math 27) 

on spiral review of letter names & 

sounds, word families, rhyming, 

numbers, counting, shapes.  SW 

work independently and 

collaboratively. 

Lesson: SW unpack and complete 

a morning work (Literacy/Math 27) 

on spiral review of letter names & 

sounds, word families, rhyming, 

numbers, counting, shapes.  SW 

work independently and 

collaboratively. 

Lesson: SW unpack and complete 

a morning work (Literacy/Math 27) 

on spiral review of letter names & 

sounds, word families, rhyming, 

numbers, counting, shapes.  SW 

work independently and 

collaboratively. 

Lesson: SW unpack and complete 

a morning work (Literacy/Math 27) 

on spiral review of letter names & 

sounds, word families, rhyming, 

numbers, counting, shapes.  SW 

work independently and 

collaboratively. 

Morning Meeting & 

Calendar 7:30-7:50  

Morning Meeting & 

Calendar 7:30-7:50 

Morning Meeting & 

Calendar 7:30-7:50 

Morning Meeting & 

Calendar 7:30-7:50 

Morning Meeting & 

Calendar 7:30-7:50                      
Lesson: Morning Meeting   T/SW 

review routines and procedures.  

T/SW discuss classroom/school 

expectations. T/SW complete 

Mindset Monday morning meeting 

and the calendar activity.   

Lesson: Morning Meeting   T/SW 

review routines and procedures.  

T/SW discuss classroom/school 

expectations. T/SW complete 

Teamwork Tuesday morning 

meeting and the calendar activity.   

Lesson: Morning Meeting   T/SW 

review routines and procedures.  

T/SW discuss classroom/school 

expectations. T/SW complete Win It 

Wednesday morning meeting and 

the calendar activity.   

Lesson: Morning Meeting   T/SW 

review routines and procedures.  

T/SW discuss classroom/school 

expectations. T/SW complete 

Thankful Thursday morning 

meeting and the calendar activity.   

Lesson: Morning Meeting   T/SW 

review routines and procedures.  

T/SW discuss classroom/school 

expectations. T/SW complete 

Future Friday morning meeting and 

the calendar activity.   

Standards:  

1. SL.1 Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 1 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and large groups. 

1. SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussion (e.g., listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and texts under discussion.) 

RCC Math 7:50-9:20 RCC Math 7:50-9:20 RCC Math 7:50-9:20 RCC Math 7:50-9:20 RCC Math 7:50-9:20 

 E.Q.: How can models help you add ones or tens to a two-digit number?  

Lesson 28: Add Two-Digit and 

One-Digit Numbers- Session 1 

TQ: How can you add two-

digit and one-digit numbers 

without regrouping?   

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW count on from a given 

number. 

Guided Practice  

TW introduce vocabulary for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW Try-

Discuss-Connect routine to 

explore adding two-digit and 

one-digit numbers.  T/SW 

discuss/act out how to add 

two-digit and one-digit 

numbers. 

Independent Work 

Lesson 28: Add Two-Digit and 

One-Digit Numbers- Session 2  

TQ: How can you add two-

digit and one-digit numbers, 

composing a ten? 

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW make a ten to solve four 

simple addition problems. 

Guided Practice  

TW review vocabulary for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW Try-

Discuss-Connect routine for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW 

discuss/explain how to add 

two-digit and one-digit 

numbers.  

Independent Work 

Lesson 28: Add Two-Digit and 

One-Digit Numbers- Session 3 

TQ:   How can you add two-

digit and one-digit numbers, 

composing a new ten?  

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW solve number bonds. 

Guided Practice  

TW review vocabulary for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.   T/SW Try-

Discuss-Connect routine for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW 

discuss/explain how to add 

two-digit and one-digit 

numbers.  

Independent Work 

Lesson 28: Add Two-Digit and 

One-Digit Numbers- Session 4 

TQ:   How can you add two-

digit numbers and one-digit 

numbers when composing a 

new ten is sometimes 

necessary? Anticipatory Set 

T/SW solve 84 + 9, adding tens 

and ones. 

Guided Practice  

TW review vocabulary for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.   T/SW Try-

Discuss-Connect routine for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW 

discuss/explain how to  add 

two-digit and one-digit 

numbers.  

Independent Work 

Lesson 28: Add Two-Digit and 

One-Digit Numbers- Session 5 

TQ: How can you add two-

digit and one-digit numbers 

using different models and 

strategies?  

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW decompose numbers to 

solve the problem 48 + 8. 

Guided Practice  

TW review vocabulary for 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.  T/SW explore 

adding two-digit and one-

digit numbers.   

Independent Work 

SW explore adding two-digit 

and one-digit numbers, 659-

660.   

Closure 



SW explore adding two-digit 

and one-digit numbers, 

pages 639-640.   

Closure  

SW find 67 + 5.  

SW explore adding two-digit 

and one-digit numbers, 

pages 643-646.  SW complete 

Math DCA. 

Closure  

SW find 67 + 5, showing their 

work. 

SW explore adding two-digit 

and one-digit numbers, 

pages 649-652.   

Closure 

SW solve a word problem. 

SW explore adding two-digit 

and one-digit numbers, pages 

655-656.   

Closure 

SW find 27 + 8, showing their 

work. 

SW show two ways to find 33 + 

8.  

Standards:  1.NBT.C.4 Add within 100, including adding a two-digit number and a one-digit number and adding a two-digit number and a multiple of 10, using concrete models or 

drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the strategy to a written method and 

explain the reasoning used.  Understand that in adding two-digit numbers, one adds tens and tens, ones and ones. 

Recess/Restroom 9:20-

9:45 

Recess/Restroom 9:20-

9:45 

Recess/Restroom 9:20-

9:45 

Recess/Restroom 9:20-

9:45 

Recess/Restroom 9:20-

9:45 

Computer Science 9:45-

10:00 

Computer Science 9:45-

10:00 

Computer Science 9:45-

10:00 

Computer Science 9:45-

10:00 

Computer Science 9:45-

10:00 
Move It, Move It 

TW discuss creating 

algorithms, Move It, Move It. 
(video/slides) 

SW practice keyboarding. 

(Keyboarding Callout) 

Move It, Move It 

TW discuss creating 

algorithms, Move It, Move It. 
(video/slides) 

SW explore finding bugs in 

algorithms. (Where Did I Go 

Wrong?) 

Move It, Move It 

TW discuss creating 

algorithms, Move It, Move It. 
(video/slides) 

SW explore finding bugs in 

algorithms. (Where Did I Go 

Wrong?) 

Move It, Move It 

TW discuss creating 

algorithms, Move It, Move It. 
(video/slides) 

SW explore creating 

algorithms to move an 

object. (Move It, Move It) 

Move It, Move It 

TW discuss creating 

algorithms, Move It, Move It. 
(video/slides) 

SW explore creating 

algorithms to move an 

object. (Move It, Move It) 

Magnetic/Project Read 

Phonics 10:00-10:25 

Magnetic/Project Read 

10:00-10:25 

Magnetic/Project Read 

10:00-10:25 

Magnetic/Project Read 

10:00-10:25 

Magnetic/Project Read 

10:00-10:25 

  E.Q.: How can I break apart words into their individual sounds? 

Lesson:  PR Unit 25 L 1 

TQ: Can I read and spell 

words with -dge? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display the /j/ card and 

review its  sound.  TW state 

the day’s objective. 

Guided Practice 

TW display the -dge card and 

introduce the rule. SW 

practice reading and spelling 

-dge words with teacher 

guidance.  

Independent Practice 

Transfer knowledge to 25A. 

Closure 

SW share an example of a -

dge word with a partner.  

Lesson:  PR Unit 25 L 1 

TQ: Can I read and spell 

words with -dge? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display the -dge card and 

review the rule. 

Guided Practice 

TW/SW practice reading and 

spelling words with -dge and 

create a circle map for -dge 

as a class.  

Independent Practice 

Transfer knowledge to 25B 

Closure 

Write a sentence using -dge 

on the back of their paper. 

Lesson: PR Unit 24 L 1 

TQ: Can I read and spell 

words with -dge? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display the -dge card and 

have students recite the rule.  

Guided Practice 

TW teach the -dge sound 

and model sounding 

out/reading hard g words.  

TW/SW create a circle map 

for for the sound as a class.  

Independent Practice 

SW finger blend and write -

dge words.  (Dictation 

practice) 

Closure 

Write a sentence using the -ef 

on the back of their paper.  

Lesson:  PR Unit 25 L 2 

 TQ: How can you read words 

that are irregularly spelled? 

 Anticipatory Set 

 TW review PR red words 

previously taught. 

Guided Practice 

TW introduce the red words 

eye and other.  TW complete 

the Red Word Steps. T/SW 

practice letter formation, 

word building. Independent 

Practice 

SW transfer knowledge to 

25C-D. 

Closure 

SW identify the red words by 

finding them in sentences 

they have read.  

Lesson:  PR Unit 25 L 1-2 

TQ: Can I read and spell 

words with -dge? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display the -dge card and 

review the rule. 

Guided Practice 

SW play spelling tic-tac-toe 

on the board using words 

with -dge. 

Independent Practice 

Spelling Test/ Sentence 

Dictation 

Closure 

T/SW review the rule for using 

the -dge ending. 

 

Standards: 

1.RF.3e Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into syllables. 



1.RF.1.3.c Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel sounds.  

1.RF.3.d Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number of syllables in a printed word. 

1.L.2e Spell untaught words phonetically, drawing on phonemic awareness and spelling conventions. 
 

Whole Group Reading 

10:25-10:40 

Whole Group Reading 

10:25-10:40 

Whole Group Reading 

10:25-10:40 

Whole Group Reading 

10:25-10:40 

Whole Group Reading 

10:25-10:40 

 E.Q.: How can you use illustrations and details in a text to describe the most important ideas?  

 Weekly Stories (Mentor Text): Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do, Seeing Symmetry, What If You Had Animal Ears  

Words with Pictures 

TQ: What are the different 

types of pictures found in an 

informational text? 

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW look at different types of 

pictures in informational 

books. 

Guided Lesson 

TW show an explain the 

different types of pictures 

found in informational text.  

T/SW create an anchor chart 

for words with pictures.  T/SW 

match images, explanations, 

and image names. 

Mentor Text:  Clothesline 

Clues to Jobs People Do, 

Seeing Symmetry, What If You 

Had Animal Ears  

Independent Work  

SW complete a image 

scavenger hunt throughout 

nonfiction books while 

working independently and 

collaboratively.   

Closure 

SW share their findings with 

the class. 

 

Words with Pictures 

TQ: How can you use pictures 

and details in a text to 

describe key details? 

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW review the anchor chart 

for key details. 

Guided Lesson 

TW take a picture walk of a 

mentor text.  T/SW discuss 

facts or key details that can 

be picked up from the text.   

T/SW match a key detail to 

the best fitting image.  

Mentor Text: Clothesline Clues 

to Jobs People Do, Seeing 

Symmetry, What If You Had 

Animal Ears 

Independent Work 

SW match key details to the 

best fitting images, while 

working independently and 

collaboratively.   

Closure 

SW share their matches with 

the class. 

 

Words with Pictures 

TQ: How can you use pictures 

and details in a text to 

describe key details?   

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW review the anchor 

charts. 

Guided Lesson 

TW take a picture walk of a 

mentor text.   T/SW discuss 

facts or key details that can 

be picked up from the text.  

T/SW will read the passage 

Hooves. 

Mentor Text:  Clothesline 

Clues to Jobs People Do, 

Seeing Symmetry, What If You 

Had Animal Ears 

Independent Work 

SW work together to discuss 

the text.  SW work 

collaboratively to decide if 

they’ve learned each key 

details from the picture or the 

image.  SW complete ELA 

DCA. 

Closure 

SW share their thoughts with 

the class. 

Words with Pictures 

TQ: Can you find key details 

in images and text?   

Anticipatory Set 

T/SW review the anchor 

charts. 

Guided Lesson 

TW read aloud “Purposes of 

Teeth”.  TW model how to 

discuss what was learned 

from the text and the images.  

T/SW will sort key details 

based on ‘learned from the 

picture’ and ‘learned from 

text’. 

Mentor Text:  Clothesline 

Clues to Jobs People Do, 

Seeing Symmetry, What If You 

Had Animal Ears 

Independent Work 

SW work with a partner to 

choose a nonfiction text and 

read the text.  SW complete 

a double bubble map with 

information learned and tell 

whether the details came 

from the text or the images 

(or both).  

Closure 

SW share their comparisons 

with the class.  

Words with Pictures 

TQ:How does images from a 

text help you describe key 

details?   

Anticipatory Set 

TW ask students to recall how 

images help you describe key 

details. 

Guided Lesson 

TW read a mentor text.  T/SW 

describe key details using 

images in the text. 

Mentor Text:  Clothesline 

Clues to Jobs People Do, 

Seeing Symmetry, What If You 

Had Animal Ears 

Independent Work 

SW read a grade level 

passage and answer 

questions about the passage 

using the images, while 

working independently. 

Closure 

SW pick a task card and 

answer the question about 

images in text.  

  Standards: 

RI.1.7 Use the illustrations and details in a text to describe its key details. 

    RI.1.5 Know and use various text features(e.g., headings, tables of contents, glossaries, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text . 

Language/Writing Language/Writing Language/Writing Language/Writing Language/Writing 

 E.Q.: Can I identify real-life connections between words and their use? Can I distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner and 

adjectives differing by intensity? (Can I sort words into categories, and define words by categories and attributes?   



Lesson: Real Life Connections 

TQ: What are real life 

connections? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display a word on the 

board and have S share out 

what comes to mind when 

they see the word.  

Guided Lesson 

TW create an anchor chart 

about real-life connections. 

TW introduce the term 

schema. 

Independent Work 

SW sort objects into two 

categories. 

Closure  

SW share their answers with a 

partner. 

Lesson: Real Life Connections 

TQ: How can I make real life 

connections? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display and review the 

anchor chart about real-life 

connections. TW review the 

term schema 

Guided Lesson 

TW/SW list words that come to 

mind when they see various 

pictures. 

Independent Work 

SW sort objects that they 

have or have not seen before 

in real life. 

Closure  

SW/TW discuss why making  

real-life connections can help 

with reading and writing. 

Lesson:Shades of Meaning 

TQ: How can words vary by 

meaning? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display a word and ask 

students to give a stronger 

and weaker replacement for 

the word. 

Guided Lesson 

TW create an anchor chart 

about shades of meaning. 

T/SW practice ranking words 

by meaning. 

Independent Work  

 TW give each student a paint 

sample card with a word 

written on one color. SW fill in 

the other two colors with 

stronger/ weaker words.  

Closure  

SW  justify their answers by 

discussing with a partner. 

Lesson:Shades of Meaning 

TQ: Can I put words in order 

by strength of meaning? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display and review the 

anchor chart about shades of 

meaning. 

Guided Lesson 

T/SW practice ranking several 

examples of words by 

meaning on the board. 

Independent Work 

SW independently rank lists of 

words in order by meaning on 

a sheet of paper.  

Closure  

SW/ TW discuss why using 

shades of meaning could be 

helpful when reading. 

 

Lesson:Real Life 

Connections/Shades of 

Meaning 

TQ: How can I make real life 

connections? Can I put words 

in order by strength of 

meaning? 

Anticipatory Set 

TW display and review the 

anchor chart about shades of 

meaning and real-life 

connections. 

Guided Lesson 

TW/SW list words that come to 

mind when they see various 

pictures. T/SW practice 

ranking several examples of 

words by meaning on the 

board. 

Independent Work 

SW sort words in order by 

shades of meaning. SW 

create a shopping list of items 

they would see at a grocery 

store. 

Closure  

SW/ TW discuss why using 

shades of meaning could be 

helpful when writing. 

Standards: L.1.5c Identify real-life connections between words and their use. 

L.1.5d Distinguish shades of meaning among verbs differing in manner and adjectives differing by intensity by defining or choosing them or by acting out the meanings.  

Guided Reading Centers 

10:40-11:00 

Guided Reading Centers 

10:40-11:00 

Guided Reading Centers 

10:40-11:00 

Guided Reading Centers 

10:40-11:00 

Guided Reading Centers 

10:40-11:00 

Computer Lab (Reading) 

11:00-11:30 

Computer Lab (Math) 

11:00-11:30 

Computer Lab (Reading) 

11:00-11:30 

Computer Lab (Math) 

11:00-11:30 

Computer Lab (Rdg/M) 

11:00-11:30 

Lunch 11:30-12:00 Lunch 11:30-12:00 Lunch 11:30-12:00 Lunch 11:30-12:00 Lunch 11:30-12:00 

Activity 12:00-12:50 Activity 12:00-12:50 Activity 12:00-12:50 Activity 12:00-12:50 Activity 12:00-12:50 

Guided ELA/R Centers 

12:50-2:05 

Guided ELA/R Centers 

12:50-2:05 

Guided ELA/R Centers 

12:50-2:05 

Guided ELA/R Centers 

12:50-2:05 

Guided ELA/R Centers 

12:50-2:05 

**See Center Plans below. 

D.E.A.R. 2:05-2:25 D.E.A.R. 2:05-2:25 D.E.A.R. 2:05-2:25 D.E.A.R. 2:05-2:25 D.E.A.R. 2:05-2:25 
 



 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Ava 

Kace 

Emmanuel 

Aubriee 

King 

Angel  

Bert 

Michael 

Akeem 

Brian  
 

Anakah 

Kache 

James 

Saniyah 

Jackson 

Nakhyri 

Ma’Kyah 

Zipporah 

Ryker 

Quincy 

                                  

 

Math/Literacy 

Centers: 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. 

Math Skill Drill Add tens to any 

number 

Add tens to any 

number 

Add tens to any 

number 

Add tens to any 

number 

Add tens to any 

number 

Math Green 

Pages 

SW complete page 641-642 

from math book. 

SW complete page 647-648 

from math book. 

SW complete page 653-654 

from math book. 

SW complete page 657-658 

from math book. 

SW complete addition 

fluency. 

Math Computer —---------—------------------------------Teach Your Monster Numbers—------------------------------------------------------ 

Language SW rewrite and edit  

sentences correctly using 

correct capitalization/ 

punctuation/spacing. 

SW rewrite and edit  

sentences correctly using 

correct capitalization/ 

punctuation/spacing.  

SW rewrite and edit  

sentences correctly using 

correct capitalization/ 

punctuation/spacing.  

SW add the correct verb to 

match the picture.  SW edit 

sentences. 
(capitalization/punctuation)  

SW match the action to the 

picture.  SW edit sentences. 
(capitalization/punctuation) 

Phonics SW build short a words using 

pictures. SW practice writing 

soft c and identifying pictures 

that begin with soft c. 

SW build short a words using 

pictures. SW practice writing 

hard c and identifying 

pictures that begin with hard 

c. 

SW build short a words using 

pictures. SW practice writing 

soft g and identifying pictures 

that begin with soft cg 

SW build short a words using 

pictures. SW practice writing 

hard g and identifying 

pictures that begin with hard 

cg 

SW build short a words using 

pictures. SW practice writing 

soft and hard c/g and 

identifying pictures that begin 

with soft and hard c/g 

Spelling SW “red, write, & blue” 

spelling words & sentence.. 
Red-vowels, blue-consonants 

SW “red, write, & blue” 

spelling words & sentence.. 
Red-vowels, blue-consonants 

SW rainbow write spelling 

words and sentence. 

SW pyramid write  spelling 

words and sentence. 

SW finger blend spelling 

words and sentence. 



ELA Computer —---------—---------------------------Teach Your Monster How to Read/Reading is Fun--------------------------------------------- 

 

 

Spelling Words                

ledge pledge dodge eye 

badge fudge lodge  

bridge smudge other  

 

Sentence Dictation 

Mom will bake a fudge cake. 

 

Vocabulary 

tens images affixes 

ones  suffixes 

digit  prefixes 

  root words 

 

Reading Group Plans-Teacher Center  

                  

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. 

Leveled Word 

building, sight 

words, and 

fluency 

Leveled Word 

building, sight 

words, and 

fluency 

Leveled Word 

building, sight 

words, and 

fluency 

Leveled Word 

building, sight 

words, and 

fluency 

Leveled Word 

building, sight 

words, and 

fluency 

Reading/Phonics/Language beginning of the year assessment administered at teacher table. 

 

Math Group Plans-Teacher Center 

 

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. 

Add ten to any 

number 

Add ten to any 

number 

Add ten to any 

number 

Add ten to any 

number 

Add ten to any 

number 

Math beginning of the year assessment administered at teacher table. 

    
 

 


